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Performance of Porous Electrodes in a DiffusionLIU CF TT Condition of Feeding Reagents

by

1. 0. Gurevich and V. S. Bagotskiy

4 Under consideration is a problem concerning the distribution of the eleoto-1

chemical process by the depth of a porous electrode of finite thickness fun-

ctioning in a diffusion condition iwth'oonsideration of electrotechnical polar-

ization and ohmic losses. Given is a general solution in closed form...-

The use in applied-electrochemistry-of -porous electrodes, having developed

internal surface, is connected with the desire for maximum intensification of

electrode processes and for the obtainment of maximum specific characteristics.

In this connection of greater importance is the problem of effectiveness of

employing such electrodes, due to the macrokinetic nature of the electrode

process, leading to nonequilibrium distribution of its intensity over the

volume of the electrode.

In a majority of published reports (1-16), directly or indrectly pertaining

to the given problem, the problem of distribution of electrode process inten-

sity over the volume of the electrode is solved (with these or any other

approximations) analytically, on the basis of the general theory of field

distribution in an electrolytic cell (the Poisson equation is used), with

consideration of mass transfer process [13-15J or without such a consideration

[4-10]. In reports [11-12] the electrode is considered equipotential and

intensity distribution of the electrochemical process over the depth of the

electrode is bound only with the mass transfer process. In some reports

1-3, 16] intensity distribution of the process in the electrode is Investi-

gated with the replacing of the electrode with an equivalent eleotric syste;:,

allowing to reduce the problem to the regaining of currents in elements of

this system; the shortcomings of such a rethod lie in the difficulties of

modeling transportation processes, which under conditions
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-f the discussed problem are described (shown below) by nonlinear equations 3J.

In this report in contrast to the report by 0. S. lsenzhek [10,12] and L.G.

ir 111 the problem concerning the function of a porous electrode in a dif-
fusion
/ coition is considered in a more general arrangement, all kinds of losses are

taken into consideration (polarization and ohmic) for an electrode of finite

thickness.

We will discuss the following system (fig.1). The porous electrode wUie,
thickness /

/ =L es submerged in an electrolyte chamber. In this report is discus

when in the role of reagents, on one hand appear electroneutral molecules, and on

the other hand - corresponding electrolyte ions. It is assumed, that the trans-

fer of electroneutral molecules of the reagent and product in the examined

system electrode-electrolytic chamber is realized only by the way of molecular

'lf Sion, and the transfer of electrolyte ions - by diffusion and migration in

electric field of the electrode.

It is further assumed, that the concentration of ion components of the work-

ing mixture, filling the electrode, considerably exceeds the concentration of

electroneutral reagents and product. This condition allows to consider the

conductivity of the mixture as constant and, in addition, to disregard the

diffusion potential, forming on account of nonuniform distribution of concentra-

tions of ion components.

Secured are conditions of maintaining constant volumetric (in eleatrolytic

chamber at a certain distance from the electrode) concentrations of the reagent

v and of the product cv or on account of chamber dimensions, or on account of
p P

continuous feeding into it the reagent and removal of the forming product.

In stationary state into the electrode from the electrolytic chamber is

passed a quantity of rea'gents equivalent to the current magnitude I (amperage),

and from the electrode is removed a corresponding amount of products forming

during the reaction.
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_Tn this report when examining the .
Si p L, G; TE.'XT

transportation stage of the electrode

process into consideration are taken

streams of electroneutral substances

(reagent or product) -__

Assuming in the electrode takes place

a reaction of the type
0 X L.,, P +...-,1 + "e,(2)- -• 0 z.

Assuming the visible surface of the
Fig. 1, a-scheme of electrolytic cell

electrode is sufficiently large, in b-distribution of potentials in depth of
porous electrode metallic skeleton of the

order to disregard the boundary effects, electrode (1) working solution of elec-
trolyte in the absence of current (2)

and the structure as sufficiently finely and at current (3).

porous, in order to gain the possibil-

ity of getting away from a concrete structure and consider the electrochemical

reaction taking place over the entire volume of the electrode (as it was made for

the first time by Ta.B.Zel'dovich [17]), it is possible to begin deliberating a

monodimensional problem.

Since the distribution of intensity of the electrode process (true current

density i) over the depth of the porous electrode is connected, on one hand, with

distribution of reagent and product concentrations, and on the other - with the

distribution of the potential, then we arrive at a system of two equations, des-

cribing the performance of the electrode: it is evident from the Fick equation

S(3)

the second - Poisson equation

Ad- R . (4) .. ..

Before we begin analyzing the systems of equations (3), (4) it is advisable -

to examine the laws (valilities) of employing the Poisson equation in form (4),

/otrally speaking, it describes the distribution of solution potential. ...
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Disregarding the resistance of the metallic skeleton in oomparison with the
obtain/

effective resistance of the mixture in pores of the electrode R3 -oonst, me/

.-.dopendent from coordinate x course of the metal potential L. (straight line

i. ri;. 1,b); if in the absenoe of current the potential of the solution (equilib-

- is also independent from x (straight line 2), then under load P-f (x)

(curve 3).

The jump of the potential on the surface of the e.lctrode in the absence of

current

&ip m (fu PP, (5)

and the sudden change of the potential for the electrode. under load

.9 4P.-, T. (6)

The polarization of the electrode

1 Alp -a A 4_ 4(7)

Differentiating (7), we obtain

ax ax (8)

From equation (8) follows the rule of using the Poisson equation in form (4)

whereby the condition of such a validity lies in the fact, that the conductivity
of/
Fhe metallic skeleton should considerably exceed the conductivity of the working

mixture.

For kinetic characteristic of the process (i) we accept the expression from

the theory of the slowed down process

In order that the system of equations (3),(4) should be complete, we will find

the relationship between local values of product and reagent concentrations, which

should enable to eliminate from equation (9) the concentration of the product.

Writing down the Pick equation (1) twice - once for the reagent and the second

time for the product - and expressing the stream of the substance through electric

values and reactions coefficients (2), we will obtain respectively

FTD-TT-63-722/1 +2 4



O)F TEXT d F,(o

dg nFD ,

Exoluding from (10) and (11) Ix, we obtain after integration the interesting

relation

~,D*

In order to change over in equation (12) from unknown concentration values on

the frontal (with reupect.to the counter electrode.i.e. at x-L) surface of the
7. V ad0,w ilda11S

electrode o and c to given volumetric concentrations cr and we will discussr pr
the conditions of reagent diffusion from the electrolytic chamber to the electrode.

Assuming the distribution of reagent and product concentrations in the diffusion

layer at the frontal surface of the electrode as linear, we obtain the following

expression for current per unit of visible surface of the electrodes

Mp (P P).(13)

Using thorn the expression for the ultimate current

nFD,2CP (14)1 .-- --° ; C4

we obtain 1r -forw (i- , where - -for -coefficient of "charging" the

electrode ( 0 ., '1). Finally
- *-) (15)

Analogously we obtain

Dp- e (16)

With consideration of equation (.12), (15) and (16) equation (9) can be
ewijtten/
n following forms .. ..

e~ Dr
f10 IC F __L :4 +4 ,. +

.. . .

, +D(_, _ . ._ 1p C. D_ . , ),, (,

,We will introduce the following designationss V * : xi= - d. WD
r " r r.p p

M -Tm.-63-722/1+2 5



D1

,p Dp df - D (for many porous electrodes d - 10 -I02 12J). If the

lectrode weakens diffusion only on account of its structure regardless of the

:. .rties of the diffused substance, then it is apparent, that dridp , i.e.

-- The expression for i will then be simplified:

C; ~ ~~~ +C
1

p~i vdO£- 0 ;exP L k+ " (17)

X exp - R

dni the system of _iuatiorZs C3), (4) will le rewritten:

nF.,t " i" 11

(+ d ; c ex (n- L)F (

f IaF~i. iif)j exp[ In J
'. R4

Taking into consideration, that by the conditions of the investigated problem

(fig. 1a) the flow of the substance and the current through the rear surface of

electrode equal zero, and throujh the frontal one they are respectively equal

V r I and I, we obtain boundary conditions of following, form:

nF 0. ~oO ~I~ R.1;
CP, 1 Co,.1- _4_ 1. (19)

.FD,
System (18) appears to be a sysi -e' bf two nonlinear differential equations of

second order.

We shall rewrite the system of equations (18) and boundary conditions (19),
x

changing preliminarily to dimensionless coordinate from condition zeta -L

(O%1zeta<1), dimensionless concentration from condition c .r (0 (c 1)-

and to dimensionless polarization from condition u a 1 L-

-," -,7 -2£.,-
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Then , At • e ,,u -(E-Mc)exp .e ,,] ,
Aehoaf.,"

'U, r-.(E - MC)exp ...... jj (8

and the boundary conditions

... . ...... d. 4. .. - °(191)

,where . • A- mlL ; I J0: t-- "

IRT/a F V
.- E- I " (19

Making the first equation of system (18') into the second one, we obtain

e . (20)

After double integration (20) with consideration of boundary conditions at zeta

-I we have C

(21)

where K - 4-/, and C2 - oonstant of second integration.

Substituting .(2_1) in first equation of the system (18'), we will obtain

where K1 * exp (C2 ,./fcr); ' a 1

-/Lforw*

We will change the variables in accordance with

c= Inz.. (23)

Then equation (22) will be rewritten

0 -()'+ ,,z () V-. (24)

with boundary conditions s' I.o -; z'j,.j -,Kz ( z,). (24a)

Here

Z '(24b)

ft(z) AS -KIn zK '+ ' +(E--MInz) K, ' ' (24c)

FTD-TT'-63-722/1+2 7



The substitution of p(z) - z' ( ) allows to reduce the order of equation

'4) and bring it into form of the Bernoulli equation

S -(Z) P + (z) p- - 0. (24')

The boundary conditions respectively will be vitten:

P(Z),.. - o; p (z) ,.., Kz. (24'a)

The following substitution q (z)=p 2 allows to reduce equation (24') to linear

equation with variable coefficients

q- 2f,(z)q+2f,(z)-O. (24")

Integrating (24") by known methods and determining the integration constant

from boundary condition at £ = 1:

q (24"a)

we obtain a solution in fQllowinR forms

q A Inz 1 E __" Z_ +
ITS'# -7,4- &. K =-n Ks

" £ (24"b)

&L K s K2-nX

I n / ,\

+ MJ L-, --- K. In z, ,

To determaine K 1 (more accurately, the integration constant of equation (20) C2)

included in it, we utilize boundary condition at $ - 0sq/zo a 0..

The solution of the obtained equation relative to KI in general form is diffi-

cult. For values alpha and n, satisfying the formula alpha -n --1, the equation
ZTlpha

PT-- T-63-722/1 +28



becomes quadratio, and for KI is obtained tha following expreuions

Jr, + Y --F'(25)

where -I- In- zn I 2P I&inh4 1))';

B ~ ~ M -- snz + 11 n: I- K In 4 + ]

t. ~ ~ " .. .. . . . . In z In . . ... -I

Hence

,- in (Q+ V -)" (26)

Making a rgverse transformation from variable 7 to variable.o we obtain
_. 'M.+ 2A [L.- (exp [, ,, We.-,I - exp [Kq]d [Ks, - 1]) +

+- E (exp[-KscJ-exp [- ci -) 'M (exp[-KacJX  (27)

X LKSC + 11 exp I- KcEIeI+ 11))]-de.

The relationship between a and with known approximation can be simplified.

Taking into consideration, that for a majority of. real systems the magnitude

KA-(-) (KC<Kc,), (27a)

and by changing thanks to that exp (K2c) by two first members of decomposition

into series, we ootain Irstead of (27) the folloing expression:

6. K K1  ', 2bCo

-2A A +K.) A E(27')

Integrating (27') within mentioned limits, we obtain

eac+b 2ac+ b- (2-8)

*AmSA (M +JK1 ){K12'-2A ( + K1 )c4+ 2A -L..l (28a)

-4 (A2 .

FTD-TT-63-722/1 +2 9



-'-en for dimensionless concentration can be written the following expression

Ch~ ~ ~ c rh2r b "l

M 2a- c(29)

The concentration at the rear surface of the electrode c. included in (29)

cna be determined by solving the transcentent equation (29) with the use of bound-

ary condition atS - I:
01 - -

The expression for dimensionless polarization (21) can then be written in

following form

I/=A ch 4 Arch V
2aK (30)

+ -In (Q' -- /' '- B)

where Q' and B' - values Q and B with conaideration of the above adopted assump-

tion.

Distribution of polarization and current in depth of the porous electrode is

described consequently by the following expressions:

RT e RT.

V Y' Ch cV7+ .Arch. o -b (31)

X F 2" +b 1

+ T, In (Q* + V/' - B.)

i e -Ap h[ +.Ach2. -J (32)

The solution of the problem regarding distribution of intensity of the elec-

trochemical process obtained in close form for the depth of the working and dif-

fusing conditions of the porous electrode (27) and the expressions for polarFrepresent

ization (31) and current (32) emanating therefrom (at known assumptions)/

rqater difficulties for the analysis. Possibilities for their overcoming will

fdibscussed in the next report.
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FISr LI.pE OF TEXT aDe tions

S- diffusion oooffioent of J-oouponent In free eleotolyte; 1) -ff etive
coeffioiont of diffusion of J-oompouon in porous eleotrod.l d- ooeffioibnt of

weakening the diffusion in the eleotrode In comparison with diffusion in free

elyotrolytel V 3 - stoiohiometria coefioient at j.-component of reaction; I

s-specific. surfaoo of porous olootrod.e Is - effe tive resistance of working

I i:tuo in the poZos of the leotrode; n-number of electrons partioipating in the

reaction; F-Faraday number alphakinetic oooefficient of lectrode reaction;
FIRST LINE OF 1'T.

-thickness of diftusion layer at frontal surfaoe of electrode. - coefficient

lof "oharge" of the electrodel mi-oooffioient of "contamination" of the reagent

by the product of its oxidation (reduction); J. - J. (oc )",/p (o iI-/n-

interoange current; I0 - effective value of interchange ourrent on the porous:

electrode; f-parameter (introduced for the first time by "11]),oharaoterisingi

the ratio between the weakening of the transfer in diffusion layer, adjoining the

frontal surface of the eleotrode, and in the electrode; co,f 1orw-diffusibility

factor, charzoterising the ratio between rolarisability of the electrode, loaded

with a specific current, and ohmic resistance filling its working mixture.
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